
                                    Whatʼs in a name........?

......well, the potential for a great deal of confusion, for starters! I donʼt how or why Julian 
Fellowes stumbled upon the title of Downton Abbey for his sentimental epic  about 
Edwardian England, but it is beginning to cause what the late Tony Benn was fond of 
calling “ishoos”. The problem is that there is a real place called Downton. It is an historic 
and very attractive village in the valley of the Wiltshire Avon, half way between Salisbury 
and Fordingbridge on the eastern edge of the New Forrest. Fans of the show, especially 
from the United States, are starting to get their Google wires in a terrible tangle.

Why  am I bothered?  Because the real Downton just happens to be the place where I 
entered this world in my grand-motherʼs cottage in the village. I have a strong emotional 
bond to the place and am in regular contact with the thriving village history society. This is 
run by Julia, a friend from the old days, whose dad was the last station master at Downton 
before Beeching swung his axe. Until recently Julia worked in the village post office and 
therefore had a finger on all the pulses. This is the kind of scenario which is beginning to 
occur:

Portly American:(red faced, puzzled.) “Say, maʼam. Can you direct me to the famous
Down-Ton abbey? It donʼt show up on my sat nav,”

Julia: (Wiltshire accent.)  “Yes, my dear.  You go out of the post office, turn right and keep 
walking for about 40 miles and you will come to Down-Ton, (sorry Downton)  Abbey.”

Portly American: (even redder in the face)  “Is this your idea of a Limey joke?”

Anglo-American relationships are restored over a cup of coffee and a gentle warning that 
Google should be approached very warily, on tip-toe even, where Downton is concerned. It 
is explained that the fictitious Downton Abbey was filmed at Highlclere Castle in the county  
of Berk-Shire and has no connection with the real Downton.  (Some locals probably regret 
this, hoping that there might have been a Summer Wine  type bonanza. But the retired 
bankers, air-vice marshals and rear-admirals, who are the only people who can now afford 
to buy a house in the village, would not have approved. My Gran used to pay 5 shillings 
(25p) a week rent for her cottage. It was recently on the market at over £300 000.)

Downton is a classic Anglo-Saxon linear village, 
its main street extending for over a mile, so long 
in fact that it is divided into Bottom End, where 
most of the posh houses are, and Top End 
where the peasants lived. (Yes, you guessed 
right. I was a Top-Ender). The village 
church,where the names of my maternal 
ancestors appear in the earliest years of the 
parish register, is in the middle.



What about some archaeology, you cry? Fret not. 
Some 500 yards from my birthplace, (blue plaque, 
anyone?), some Roman remains were  uncovered in 
the early 1950s when a new house was being built.  
Building work was halted and the Ministry of Works 
sent in a young Philip Rahtz to carry out a rescue 
dig. This he did in 1955/56, publishing his report in 
1961.  His excavations revealed a substantial villa on 
a large site sloping down to the banks of the Avon, 
which perhaps provided access for ships from the 
English channel.  Part of the  site had been damaged 
when the railway through Downton was built. The 
villa dated from circa 300 AD, and had about 18 
rooms, one of which was heated by hypocaust. A fine 
mosaic, partially damaged,  was recovered and this, 
along with other finds, is now on display at the newly 
opened  Wessex Gallery at Salisbury museum.The 
whole site has now been built on and is called Roman Meadow.



Philip Rahtz would become an important figure in Yorkshire archaeology when in 1978 he 
moved to York to set up the department of archaeology, becoming its first professor. He is 
associated with many important excavations, at Cheddar Saxon village for example and 
also at Glastonbury long before it became famous for other reasons. Philip Rahtz died in 
2011. He was 91years old.
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